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Motivation: Decision making with subjective, 
uncertain opinions  is an important and 
challenging problem. Subjective Logic (SL) is 
one of well-known belief models explicitly 
dealing with uncertain opinions. However, SL 
is not scalable for a large-scale network data 
and incapable to handle heterogeneous 
opinions. 
Goal: Develop a DL-based opinion inference 
model handles node-level opinions explicitly in 
a large-scale network using graph 
convolutional network (GCN) and variational 
autoencoder (VAE) techniques.

● Trust in social network

● Opinion diffusion
● Graph summarization

● Traffic congestion prediction

reparameterization trick reverse cumulative density function
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How can we accurately and efficiently 
predict unknown opinions with a large, 
heterogeneous, uncertain network data?

Question?

❖
Euclidean spaces:

❖ Graph Convolution in Fourier domain

Graph Laplacian

non-Euclidean spaces:

❖ Graph convolutional layer:

❖ Chebyshev polynomials:

element-wise product

computationally expensive of    is 

Dataset # nodes # edges # of snapshots

Epinions 47,676 477,468 -

Washington, D.C 1,383 1,878 3440

Philadelphia 603 708 3440

B-MSE: GCN-AVE > GCN > GCN-Semi >  SL > CSL

U-MSE: GCN-AVE > GCN > GCN-Semi >  CSL > SL

Time Cost: GCN < CSL< GCN-AVE < GCN-Semi < SL

heterogeneous structural 
dependencies among node-level

inherent relational dependencies 
between belief and uncertainty

★ GCN-AVE method outperforms among all 
in both B-MSE and U-MSE

★ GCN-AVE method shows less sensitivity 
over a wide range of test ratios

★ GCN-AVE scales almost linearly in 
proportion to the network size
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